I. INTRODUCTION
Lowpass filters are often needed in microwave systems to 'clean up' spurious responses in the stopband of coaxial and dielectric resonator filters.
There exist many realisations for lowpass filters. One popular type is the stepped impedance lowpass filters consisting of interconnections of commensurate lengths of transmission lines of alternating low and high impedance [1] .
This type of filter has low selectivity for a given network order because the transmission zeros are on the real axis in the complex plane.
In order to increase selectivity, transmission zeros may be placed at finite frequencies using generalised Chebyshev prototypes [2] . The problem is that there is no direct realisation of the series short circuited stubs associated with this prototype. In the existing physical realisation [3] In section II the design theory is described with two possible physical realisations given. A prototype filter was built with measurement results analysed.
II. DESIGN THEORY
A. Physical Realisation 1
In Fig. 1 below, the physical layout is given for the The equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 may easily be derived and is shown in Fig. 2 . It may be shown, by using a series of circuit transformations as in [4] , without approximating the series short-circuited stubs in Fig. 3 , that equivalent circuit may be transformed into the distributed generalised Chebyshev lowpass filter shown in Fig. 3 . Design Example:
A 7th degree lowpass filter was designed using the techniques described above with cutoff frequency at 1 GHz , 20 dB return loss with a triple pairs of fmite transmission zeros at ±3, ± 2 and ±3 rad/s (2.18, 1.72 and 2.18 GHz) and (}c = 25°. The element values are shown in Table I Fig. 9 . The lowpass filter is then realised using rectangular bars or striplines. The technique by Getsinger [6, 7] was used to determine the initial physical dimensions. The final optimised dimensions are given in Table IV . The nomenclature used in Table IV Comparison with other lowpass filter realisations reviewed that the proposed lowpass filter has much wider and deeper effective stopband.
